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Textbook Turmoil:
The Library's Role in the Textbook Revolution
By Steven Bell
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Libraries cºnd the Textbook Conundrum
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It's the e-mail message that every library
director gets, and that every library director dreads
because no matter the response, it's losing propo
may come from single student
Sition.
more
likely the president
the student association and
goes something like this:
simple request that will offer great
am writing with
benefits
the student body. We are asking the library
a

provide

least one copy
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Problems and Potential
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open educational resources that faculty create
provide students with
and share freely
order
options
accessing
no-cost
for
course readings.
This issue explores these different options, and
considers the more immediate challenge facing
academic libraries, which
what
do about
textbooks. Should the academic library buy them
squander institutional
for students? Does doing
spent
building
strong collections?
resources better
problem
strongly
The textbook
divides academic
librarians into different camps. They can choose
respond with solutions that help students
they
the short run by providing their textbooks
campus leaders who work
can adopt position
implement new
with faculty and administrators
approaches that make textbooks affordable and
accessible. First, we all need
understand the
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With their course syllabi in hand, students de
scend on the library in droves to scour the shelves
for textbooks, and their success depends on the
library and
philosophy on acquiring textbooks.
Driving this phenomenon
the rapid acceleration
textbook prices.
Students spend
estimated $1,000 per year on
textbooks, and it's Common
learn
textbooks
costing
excess
$100. At those prices it's no
surprise that students hope
find their textbook
the library; even old, outdated editions are prefer
able
further indebting themselves
the pursuit
higher education.
help our students. We rec
Of course we want
ognize the significant burden that textbook costs
place upon them by adding
the overall problem
student loan debt. Librarians also recognize the
profound pedagogical problems created when stu
group sharing
dents take extreme measures, such
simply choosing
do without
textbook. How
effectively can we expect our students
learn
required textbook? But what
without
the best
way
offer that help?
Fortunately the problem
escalating textbook
costs has hit the boiling point, and both the higher
education and publishing industries are seeking
solutions before the pot explodes and legislators
step
clean up the mess.
forced legislative
solution avoidable given the options for delivering
instruction materials
new ways that range from

less costly but mostly traditional digital textbooks
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sk any college librarian what the most
frequently asked question at the refer
ence desk is during the first week of the
academic term. In recent years, hands down, that
question is “Does the library have a copy of my
textbook?”
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every single textbook.

Coming Soon
Social Media Policy for Libraries
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list tackled the unusual problem Cre
believe,
ated when students are led
by campus tour guides, admissions
staff or uninformed fellow students,
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are more than just another addition

the collection. They create complexity.

New Solutions to the
Textbook Challenge
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The good news
that options are
emerging that could lead
that much
desired win-win solution that simplifies
the textbook Conundrum for students,
faculty, librarians and academic ad
ministrators. Foremost among them
the birth
the open educational
already
resources movement. There
well-established open access move
ment that promotes the transformation
Scholarly communication from
system controlled mostly by private
commercial publishers
one
which
researchers publish and distribute their
intellectual outputin publicly accessible
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and do
while offering limited num
bers of textbooks.
For academic libraries, textbooks
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that the library acquires every copy
every textbook. This contributes
that
early semester phenomenon
which
large numbers
students come
the
library thinking their textbook
the
collection. How, discussion participants
wondered, could the academic library
best react
and control such rumors,

to

a

an

opinion piece
well characterized
authored by Bonnie Imler,
librarian
with Penn State University,
the No
vember 2009 issue of American Libraries.
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The mild volatility
the textbook
dilemma for academic libraries was

being monographs
novels that the
existing collection would accommo
date. Another library director shared
that her library acquired the textbooks
for all introductory courses. The stated
help students who could
reason was
not afford them. And yet others
cated that they don't regularly acquire
many textbooks, just the few that were
requested
supplied by faculty.
Another discussion on that same
to

a
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per
recommended textbooks. Only
cent
the libraries purchased some
all the required books that instructors
requested. Only libraries purchased
faculty."
the textbooks requested
Despite students expecting their
library
offer textbooks, most do not.
Some libraries, such
Arizona State
University, indicate they no longer
purchase any print materials for their
digital.
course reserve, having gone
At the other end the spectrum North
purchasing
Carolina State University
copy
every
required
least one
text
book,
significant cost
the library.
As expected, the program
well-liked
by the NCSU students, but how many
academic libraries can afford this type
of commitment to students?
is

A

Closer Look cut
Textbook Management

in

library e-serves that Sur
veyed
academic libraries found that
percent did not collect any required
percent purchased no
textbooks and

of

material funds are spent on textbooks.

2009 study
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textbook expenses. Those who refuse
point
do
the funding challenge
textbooks; aca
and the shortshelflife
libraries,
proclaim,
they
demic
do their
institutions
disservice when limited

academic libraries? How widespread
the physical placement
textbooks
in reserve Collections or the stacks?
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how
handle thespread
“the
library acquires every textbook" myth
passed from student
that somehow
student, or even worseisinformation
Supplied
prospective students and
their parent by Campus tour guides.
These discussions invariably lead
debates about the advantages and
disadvantages
acquiring textbooks.
point
Those who choose
do
the
helping students deal with
value
lenge

What do we already know about the
Collection and distribution of textbooks
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sionally the subject debate
discus
recently
sion lists, and
mid-2009
academic librarians discussed the chal

collection development policy,
mid
messages on the
2009 exchange
college librarians' online discussion
list (COLLIB) illustrated just how di
verse the opinions are. One discussant
indicated that while his library will
acquire textbooks, no more than third
those would fall into the category
traditional textbook with the remainder
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“Even
the budget dllows
the library to purchdise every
textbook, or even those
required for the most hedvily
enrolled courses, there dre
those libraridns who believe
doing so
counterproductive
dnd antithetical
the godls
of collection development."

deciding how
When
comes
textbooks should fit into the libraries
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come up with win-win solution for
their libraries and students.
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and
other cases libraries will accept
faculty-owned copies
textbooks for
placement on reserve.
There
no one best solution, and
ways
thus the
which academic librar
ies manage the textbook Conundrum
possible
across the spectrum
acquisition and delivery options.
The textbook conundrum
occa

we buy them and students win while
buy them and
we lose,
we refuse
we win but the students lose. Academic
librarians and their administrators need

is

all

academic libraries. Even if the budget
allows the library to purchase every
textbook, or even those required for the
most heavily enrolled courses, there are
those librarians who believe doing so
is counterproductive and antithetical
to the goals of collection development.
In responding to the textbook co
nundrum of whether to acquire them
or not, a typical Solution is some bal
ance between the
and nothing ap
proaches. Many academic libraries will
acquireselected textbooks when faculty
specifically request them for Courses,

Imler lamented that students increas
ingly expected the library
have their
discovering this was com
textbooks.
many academic libraries, she
mon
described the no-win position
which
we find ourselves with textbooks. Either

to

How should the director respond?
Buying one copy of every textbook,
no matter the size of the institution, is
surely a prohibitively expensive propo
sition for all but the most well resourced
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Consider ceasing the purchase
textbooks
least decreasing the
numbers purchased. While adding
textbooks
the collection may help
limited number of students in

a

simply continues
the short run
pub
support the real problem
profit
overpriced
lishers who
from
textbooks. As library budgets are
further consumed by online jour
nals, shifting away from textbooks
represents
significant Savings.
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promote
faculty the
istration
saving students money
virtues
and improving their access
to
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Work with the academic admin
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dialogue with the bookstore
manager
good startin develop
ing campus wide Solutions
the
textbook conundrum.
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Establish stronger connections
with the campus bookstore team.

Academic librarians rarely know
the people who run the bookstore,
especially when the operation
outsourced
commercial opera
tion. The bookstore management
may
unaware
the library's
trying
challenge
offer an
option for students unable
un
willing
buy textbooks. Creating
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tent provided
the academic library,
faculty have the capacity
assemble
only those chapters, articles, videos,
and other learning materials that truly
meet the needs
their students. Faculty
may then use their online Courseware
Moodle,
system, such
Blackboard
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and staff can lead the way.
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Open education options. Alternate
publishers such
Flat World Publish
ing and Connexions encourage faculty
make their textbooks openly acces
facilitating the collection
sible
sharing
the texts, and then allowing
students
access them for free online.
As many students still prefer printed
textbooks, there
option
order
print copy,
demand, for less than
fifty dollars. These open publishers
just selected
allow faculty
use
chapters
textbooks. This flexibility
learning materi
moves the delivery
als
students
the direction of mass
customization. With openeducation op
tions,
combination with digital Con
to
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ulty, bookstore managers and academic
officers, could implement now
begin
taking control
the textbook problem.
While the campus librarians bear the
dealing with students look
brunt
ing for cheap alternatives
textbook
purchasing, achieving that win-win
going
require collabora
solution
tive campus effort. The library director
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renting rather than owning, more tra
ditional publishers such
Follett and
Cengage Learning announced that they

academic librarians,

few strategies

working with their administrators, fac
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Rentals. Rentals offer student yet
another option. As the market for used
textbooks grew,
demonstrated that
students would accept textbooks
temporary learning toolsifitsaved them
renting
few dollars. The concept
rather than buying
new
used text
book was popularized
online pro
Chegg and BookFenter.
viders such
With students showing preference for

“The current state of the
textbook industry
such
flux that Ciccidenic libraricins
dre suffering from ambiguity
dbout how we can best help
our students to dedl with the
textbook conundrum."
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preference for print textbooks. New
reading devices and enhanced
viewing and note taking technologies
may encourage students'
accept
textbooks, but digital texts need further
refinements before they are ready for
prime time. For example, new e-book
designed spe
reader called the Kno
cifically for digital textbooks.
has dual
viewing screens
that looks and acts
book, offers color, greater
more like
navigation throughout the text, repli
cates graphics
book-level duality and
-accepts notes. As the digital textbook
readers improve, students may
more
accepting
e-textbooks, especially
the promised savings materialize.
e-text

students to access textbooks at low cost

while allowing academic libraries toget
Out of the textbook business. Here are
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Electronic versions. Traditional
publishers, such as McGraw-Hill and
Pearson, are reducing textbook prices by
providing electronic versions. A digital
version may sell for one-half the cost of
print counterpart. One challenge
this initiative
that students still show

What More Coin
Accidemic Libraries Offer
All
these options could allow

a

In

students may write notes
rented
them,
book
take highlighter pens
losing
well
the obvious problem
value, are the
what might one day
primary pedagogical weaknesses
the
rental method. The substantial savings
powerful lure
keep
for students
them from being much concerned about
the short and long-term consequences
renting textbooks.

efficiently package and deliver the
material
their students.
this way,
faculty are no longer shackled
the
tyranny
the static, costly textbook,
any faculty are able
which few
entirely cover
Semester anyway.

•

commercial publishers are developing
new strategies for lowering the cost of
textbooks.

students, and
reduces their expecta
get
tion that the library
the place
textbooks. Limitations on how much

to

In addition,

campus bookstores, particularly those
operated by Barnes
Noble, will begin
offering textbook rentals
the fall
2010. Textbook rentals dolower Costs for

a

to other faculty for re-use.

the latest twist on the rental option,

is

tion. Just as they make their courses
available, faculty may also choose to
make their textbook content available

too would offer textbooks for rentals.

of

venues such as institutional or disciplin
ary repositories orin open journals. The
open educational resources movement
is similar in that it encourages making
both educational offerings and learn
ing materials more widely available to
the public.
MIT's Open Courseware program is
a good example of an open educational
resource. Recorded courses, though not
leading to degrees, may be experienced
by anyone with an Internet connec

from expensive textbooks, many

of which now offer faculty
supplemental learning materi
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Anne Christie, and
“Management
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Steven Bell, “Not Textbooks. Think
Curricular Resource Strategy: Part

Library Journal Academic Newswire, Dec.
10, 2009. http://www.library.journal.com/
article/CA6711099.html

to

are suffering from ambiguity about
how we can best help our students
deal with the textbook conundrum.

Steven Bell, “Not Textbooks. Think
Curricular Resource Strategy: Part II."

So we have academic librarians try
ing everything from buying every
single textbook absolutely refusing
spend even penny
the book
budget
Single textbook, and
many variations between those two
polar opposites.
College and university librar
ians, working closely with students,
faculty, bookstore managers, and
administrators can forge
clear

Library Journal Academic Newswire, Dec.
17, 2009. http://www.library.journal.com/
article/CA6712127.html
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The most significant challenge
in getting faculty to move away

path that sets
them
establish
starting
new direction for
textbook
revolution on campus.

of

Iearning materials to Create a
more customized set of readings
and resources for their courses.

confronts higher education? When
they are
taking completely dif
ferent paths
solve the problem
the institutional level, when there
absolutely no clear rationale for
any particular path taken and when
those paths are mostly tied
the
past and offer little vision for the
future. Perhaps that
what makes
textbooks, and what
the problem
academic librarians are doing about
them, particularly vexing. The cur
rent state
the textbook industry
in such flux that academic librarians

a

of allocating library
funds to the purchase of costly
textbooks, take those funds and
use them to create a campus
initiative that provides faculty
with a stipend to incentivize
them to drop a textbook and
instead use a mix of open edu
cational and library supported
Instead

a challenging, wicked problem that

a to

•

How you can tell when academic
libraries have no clear solutions for

of

cost of textbooks.

Ledding the
Revolution on Compus

a

at examining ways to reduce the

them and their
academic success. When we simply
buy their textbooks for them, we do
little but apply
band-aid solution
support efforts
that fails
mend
broken publishing model.
As profession, we can do better.
The options and opportunities are
growing Academic librarians and
their administrators must harness

libraries some money.

on

would no doubtshow greatinter
estin a campus program aiming

responsibility

encourage them to give up those
costly textbooks for alternatives
that will save both students and

to

could lead the way in organiz
ing a campus event focusing on
the textbook challenge. Students

to

of freely
available textbooks. Academic
librarians could take the lead

•

rentals, and exploring new digital
models, that allow the librarians
supporting
break the cycle
textbooksystem that broken. When
we provide little
no help
our
students we shirk our professional

ing materials. It's far easier and
faster to click a button and order
a $200 textbook. The academic
library could offer faculty both
funding and technical support to

expanding universe

on helping faculty to learn more
about these new options.
Invite advocates for open edu
cational resources to campus to
engage faculty and students in
discussions about ways to lower
the cost of textbooks. Representa
tives from open publishers such
as Flat World Knowledge or the
Public Interest Research Group's
(PIRG) textbook advocacy staff,
are available to come to any
college campus to educate fac
ulty about the new options for
moving away from traditional
textbooks. Academic librarians

strategy
blend multiple options,
encouraging the use
open
educational resources, low-cost
to

als such as pre-packaged slide
presentations and quizzes, is
the extra time faculty will need
to customize their course learn

it

learning materials through the
exploration and adoption of open
educational resources. Faculty
may have yet to discover the
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